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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features

Content s

1- 3 Overview 
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20-31 Accessories
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features

Content s

1- 3 Overview 

4-19 Order No.

20-31 Accessories

32-43 Outer dimensions

44-50 Application

Low-Voltage Moulded Case Circuit Breaker (MCCB)

Applicable scope

RecordTM C has a rated insulation voltage of 1000V which is suitable for low-voltage distribution and motor protection 
application.  Available in five (5) breaker frame sizes with rated current from 16A up to 800A.  

Application

RecordTM C can be used for installation in the industrial segment, factories, residential and commercial sectors.  The breakers 
are suitable to be installed in enclosures and switchboards.

Features

The RecordTM C breakers are compact and have high breaking capacity.  They can also be installed vertically or horizontally.  
Accessories are standardized for easy installation.  The circuit breaker is compliant with IEC 60947-2 standard.

Standard operating conditions

Altitude:  Up to 2000m above sea level.
Ambient temperature: -5 °C ~+40 °C (Operation of continuous 24 hours average not more than +35 °C).
Other atmospheric conditions: Salt spray, oil mist (moderate) & mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main circuit: Category III.
Pollution level: Not exceeding class 3. 
The RecordTM C circuit breakers should be utilised under normal ambient operating conditions.  
The breakers are not suitable to be installed in a potentially explosive and corrosive environment such as explosive chemical, 
corrosive gas and dust exposure. 
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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(1) The circuit breaker only allows upper incoming and lower outgoing. No reverse connection.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

CB125 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)

3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 
open

=4 poles N poles without 
protection

Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model

16 CN045001 CB125S3TM016
20 CN045002 CB125S3TM020
25 CN045003 CB125S3TM025
30 CN045004 CB125S3TM030
40 CN045005 CB125S3TM040
50 CN045006 CB125S3TM050
63 CN045007 CB125S3TM063
80 CN045008 CB125S3TM080

100 CN045009 CB125S3TM100
125 CN045010 CB125S3TM125

50kA

N

16 CN045011 CB125N3TM016 CN045087 CB125N4TM016 CN045067 CB125NCTM016 CN045077 CB125NRTM016
20 CN045012 CB125N3TM020 CN045088 CB125N4TM020 CN045068 CB125NCTM020 CN045078 CB125NRTM020
25 CN045013 CB125N3TM025 CN045089 CB125N4TM025 CN045069 CB125NCTM025 CN045079 CB125NRTM025
30 CN045014 CB125N3TM030 CN045090 CB125N4TM030 CN045070 CB125NCTM030 CN045080 CB125NRTM030
40 CN045015 CB125N3TM040 CN045091 CB125N4TM040 CN045071 CB125NCTM040 CN045081 CB125NRTM040
50 CN045016 CB125N3TM050 CN045092 CB125N4TM050 CN045072 CB125NCTM050 CN045082 CB125NRTM050
63 CN045017 CB125N3TM063 CN045093 CB125N4TM063 CN045073 CB125NCTM063 CN045083 CB125NRTM063
80 CN045018 CB125N3TM080 CN045094 CB125N4TM080 CN045074 CB125NCTM080 CN045084 CB125NRTM080

100 CN045019 CB125N3TM100 CN045095 CB125N4TM100 CN045075 CB125NCTM100 CN045085 CB125NRTM100
125 CN045020 CB125N3TM125 CN045096 CB125N4TM125 CN045076 CB125NCTM125 CN045086 CB125NRTM125

CB250 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

100 CN045021 CB250S3TM100
125 CN045022 CB250S3TM125
140 CN045023 CB250S3TM140
160 CN045024 CB250S3TM160
180 CN045025 CB250S3TM180
200 CN045026 CB250S3TM200
225 CN045027 CB250S3TM225
250 CN045028 CB250S3TM250

50kA

N

100 CN045029 CB250N3TM100 CN045113 CB250N4TM100 CN045097 CB250NCTM100 CN045105 CB250NRTM100
125 CN045030 CB250N3TM125 CN045114 CB250N4TM125 CN045098 CB250NCTM125 CN045106 CB250NRTM125
140 CN045031 CB250N3TM140 CN045115 CB250N4TM140 CN045099 CB250NCTM140 CN045107 CB250NRTM140
160 CN045032 CB250N3TM160 CN045116 CB250N4TM160 CN045100 CB250NCTM160 CN045108 CB250NRTM160
180 CN045033 CB250N3TM180 CN045117 CB250N4TM180 CN045101 CB250NCTM180 CN045109 CB250NRTM180
200 CN045034 CB250N3TM200 CN045118 CB250N4TM200 CN045102 CB250NCTM200 CN045110 CB250NRTM200
225 CN045035 CB250N3TM225 CN045119 CB250N4TM225 CN045103 CB250NCTM225 CN045111 CB250NRTM225
250 CN045036 CB250N3TM250 CN045120 CB250N4TM250 CN045104 CB250NCTM250 CN045112 CB250NRTM250

CB400 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35KA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

225 CN045037 CB400S3TM225
250 CN045038 CB400S3TM250
315 CN045039 CB400S3TM315
350 CN045040 CB400S3TM350
400 CN045041 CB400S3TM400

50KA

N

225 CN045042 CB400N3TM225
250 CN045043 CB400N3TM250
315 CN045044 CB400N3TM315
350 CN045045 CB400N3TM350
400 CN045046 CB400N3TM400

70KA

H

225 CN045047 CB400H3TM225 CN045131 CB400H4TM225 CN045121 CB400HCTM225 CN045126 CB400HRTM225
250 CN045048 CB400H3TM250 CN045132 CB400H4TM250 CN045122 CB400HCTM250 CN045127 CB400HRTM250
315 CN045049 CB400H3TM315 CN045133 CB400H4TM315 CN045123 CB400HCTM315 CN045128 CB400HRTM315
350 CN045050 CB400H3TM350 CN045134 CB400H4TM350 CN045124 CB400HCTM350 CN045129 CB400HRTM350
400 CN045051 CB400H3TM400 CN045135 CB400H4TM400 CN045125 CB400HCTM400 CN045130 CB400HRTM400

CB frame
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

CB125 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)

3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 
open

=4 poles N poles without 
protection

Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model

16 CN045001 CB125S3TM016
20 CN045002 CB125S3TM020
25 CN045003 CB125S3TM025
30 CN045004 CB125S3TM030
40 CN045005 CB125S3TM040
50 CN045006 CB125S3TM050
63 CN045007 CB125S3TM063
80 CN045008 CB125S3TM080

100 CN045009 CB125S3TM100
125 CN045010 CB125S3TM125

50kA

N

16 CN045011 CB125N3TM016 CN045087 CB125N4TM016 CN045067 CB125NCTM016 CN045077 CB125NRTM016
20 CN045012 CB125N3TM020 CN045088 CB125N4TM020 CN045068 CB125NCTM020 CN045078 CB125NRTM020
25 CN045013 CB125N3TM025 CN045089 CB125N4TM025 CN045069 CB125NCTM025 CN045079 CB125NRTM025
30 CN045014 CB125N3TM030 CN045090 CB125N4TM030 CN045070 CB125NCTM030 CN045080 CB125NRTM030
40 CN045015 CB125N3TM040 CN045091 CB125N4TM040 CN045071 CB125NCTM040 CN045081 CB125NRTM040
50 CN045016 CB125N3TM050 CN045092 CB125N4TM050 CN045072 CB125NCTM050 CN045082 CB125NRTM050
63 CN045017 CB125N3TM063 CN045093 CB125N4TM063 CN045073 CB125NCTM063 CN045083 CB125NRTM063
80 CN045018 CB125N3TM080 CN045094 CB125N4TM080 CN045074 CB125NCTM080 CN045084 CB125NRTM080

100 CN045019 CB125N3TM100 CN045095 CB125N4TM100 CN045075 CB125NCTM100 CN045085 CB125NRTM100
125 CN045020 CB125N3TM125 CN045096 CB125N4TM125 CN045076 CB125NCTM125 CN045086 CB125NRTM125

CB250 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

100 CN045021 CB250S3TM100
125 CN045022 CB250S3TM125
140 CN045023 CB250S3TM140
160 CN045024 CB250S3TM160
180 CN045025 CB250S3TM180
200 CN045026 CB250S3TM200
225 CN045027 CB250S3TM225
250 CN045028 CB250S3TM250

50kA

N

100 CN045029 CB250N3TM100 CN045113 CB250N4TM100 CN045097 CB250NCTM100 CN045105 CB250NRTM100
125 CN045030 CB250N3TM125 CN045114 CB250N4TM125 CN045098 CB250NCTM125 CN045106 CB250NRTM125
140 CN045031 CB250N3TM140 CN045115 CB250N4TM140 CN045099 CB250NCTM140 CN045107 CB250NRTM140
160 CN045032 CB250N3TM160 CN045116 CB250N4TM160 CN045100 CB250NCTM160 CN045108 CB250NRTM160
180 CN045033 CB250N3TM180 CN045117 CB250N4TM180 CN045101 CB250NCTM180 CN045109 CB250NRTM180
200 CN045034 CB250N3TM200 CN045118 CB250N4TM200 CN045102 CB250NCTM200 CN045110 CB250NRTM200
225 CN045035 CB250N3TM225 CN045119 CB250N4TM225 CN045103 CB250NCTM225 CN045111 CB250NRTM225
250 CN045036 CB250N3TM250 CN045120 CB250N4TM250 CN045104 CB250NCTM250 CN045112 CB250NRTM250

CB400 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35KA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

225 CN045037 CB400S3TM225
250 CN045038 CB400S3TM250
315 CN045039 CB400S3TM315
350 CN045040 CB400S3TM350
400 CN045041 CB400S3TM400

50KA

N

225 CN045042 CB400N3TM225
250 CN045043 CB400N3TM250
315 CN045044 CB400N3TM315
350 CN045045 CB400N3TM350
400 CN045046 CB400N3TM400

70KA

H

225 CN045047 CB400H3TM225 CN045131 CB400H4TM225 CN045121 CB400HCTM225 CN045126 CB400HRTM225
250 CN045048 CB400H3TM250 CN045132 CB400H4TM250 CN045122 CB400HCTM250 CN045127 CB400HRTM250
315 CN045049 CB400H3TM315 CN045133 CB400H4TM315 CN045123 CB400HCTM315 CN045128 CB400HRTM315
350 CN045050 CB400H3TM350 CN045134 CB400H4TM350 CN045124 CB400HCTM350 CN045129 CB400HRTM350
400 CN045051 CB400H3TM400 CN045135 CB400H4TM400 CN045125 CB400HCTM400 CN045130 CB400HRTM400

CB frame
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features

Thermal-magnetic protection

Thermal-magnetic protection

Thermal-magnetic protection

06  
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RecordTM C

CB125 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)

3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 
open

=4 poles N poles without 
protection

Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model

16 CN045001 CB125S3TM016
20 CN045002 CB125S3TM020
25 CN045003 CB125S3TM025
30 CN045004 CB125S3TM030
40 CN045005 CB125S3TM040
50 CN045006 CB125S3TM050
63 CN045007 CB125S3TM063
80 CN045008 CB125S3TM080

100 CN045009 CB125S3TM100
125 CN045010 CB125S3TM125

50kA

N

16 CN045011 CB125N3TM016 CN045087 CB125N4TM016 CN045067 CB125NCTM016 CN045077 CB125NRTM016
20 CN045012 CB125N3TM020 CN045088 CB125N4TM020 CN045068 CB125NCTM020 CN045078 CB125NRTM020
25 CN045013 CB125N3TM025 CN045089 CB125N4TM025 CN045069 CB125NCTM025 CN045079 CB125NRTM025
30 CN045014 CB125N3TM030 CN045090 CB125N4TM030 CN045070 CB125NCTM030 CN045080 CB125NRTM030
40 CN045015 CB125N3TM040 CN045091 CB125N4TM040 CN045071 CB125NCTM040 CN045081 CB125NRTM040
50 CN045016 CB125N3TM050 CN045092 CB125N4TM050 CN045072 CB125NCTM050 CN045082 CB125NRTM050
63 CN045017 CB125N3TM063 CN045093 CB125N4TM063 CN045073 CB125NCTM063 CN045083 CB125NRTM063
80 CN045018 CB125N3TM080 CN045094 CB125N4TM080 CN045074 CB125NCTM080 CN045084 CB125NRTM080

100 CN045019 CB125N3TM100 CN045095 CB125N4TM100 CN045075 CB125NCTM100 CN045085 CB125NRTM100
125 CN045020 CB125N3TM125 CN045096 CB125N4TM125 CN045076 CB125NCTM125 CN045086 CB125NRTM125

CB250 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

100 CN045021 CB250S3TM100
125 CN045022 CB250S3TM125
140 CN045023 CB250S3TM140
160 CN045024 CB250S3TM160
180 CN045025 CB250S3TM180
200 CN045026 CB250S3TM200
225 CN045027 CB250S3TM225
250 CN045028 CB250S3TM250

50kA

N

100 CN045029 CB250N3TM100 CN045113 CB250N4TM100 CN045097 CB250NCTM100 CN045105 CB250NRTM100
125 CN045030 CB250N3TM125 CN045114 CB250N4TM125 CN045098 CB250NCTM125 CN045106 CB250NRTM125
140 CN045031 CB250N3TM140 CN045115 CB250N4TM140 CN045099 CB250NCTM140 CN045107 CB250NRTM140
160 CN045032 CB250N3TM160 CN045116 CB250N4TM160 CN045100 CB250NCTM160 CN045108 CB250NRTM160
180 CN045033 CB250N3TM180 CN045117 CB250N4TM180 CN045101 CB250NCTM180 CN045109 CB250NRTM180
200 CN045034 CB250N3TM200 CN045118 CB250N4TM200 CN045102 CB250NCTM200 CN045110 CB250NRTM200
225 CN045035 CB250N3TM225 CN045119 CB250N4TM225 CN045103 CB250NCTM225 CN045111 CB250NRTM225
250 CN045036 CB250N3TM250 CN045120 CB250N4TM250 CN045104 CB250NCTM250 CN045112 CB250NRTM250

CB400 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35KA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

225 CN045037 CB400S3TM225
250 CN045038 CB400S3TM250
315 CN045039 CB400S3TM315
350 CN045040 CB400S3TM350
400 CN045041 CB400S3TM400

50KA

N

225 CN045042 CB400N3TM225
250 CN045043 CB400N3TM250
315 CN045044 CB400N3TM315
350 CN045045 CB400N3TM350
400 CN045046 CB400N3TM400

70KA

H

225 CN045047 CB400H3TM225 CN045131 CB400H4TM225 CN045121 CB400HCTM225 CN045126 CB400HRTM225
250 CN045048 CB400H3TM250 CN045132 CB400H4TM250 CN045122 CB400HCTM250 CN045127 CB400HRTM250
315 CN045049 CB400H3TM315 CN045133 CB400H4TM315 CN045123 CB400HCTM315 CN045128 CB400HRTM315
350 CN045050 CB400H3TM350 CN045134 CB400H4TM350 CN045124 CB400HCTM350 CN045129 CB400HRTM350
400 CN045051 CB400H3TM400 CN045135 CB400H4TM400 CN045125 CB400HCTM400 CN045130 CB400HRTM400

CB frame
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

CB125 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)

3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 
open

=4 poles N poles without 
protection

Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model

16 CN045001 CB125S3TM016
20 CN045002 CB125S3TM020
25 CN045003 CB125S3TM025
30 CN045004 CB125S3TM030
40 CN045005 CB125S3TM040
50 CN045006 CB125S3TM050
63 CN045007 CB125S3TM063
80 CN045008 CB125S3TM080

100 CN045009 CB125S3TM100
125 CN045010 CB125S3TM125

50kA

N

16 CN045011 CB125N3TM016 CN045087 CB125N4TM016 CN045067 CB125NCTM016 CN045077 CB125NRTM016
20 CN045012 CB125N3TM020 CN045088 CB125N4TM020 CN045068 CB125NCTM020 CN045078 CB125NRTM020
25 CN045013 CB125N3TM025 CN045089 CB125N4TM025 CN045069 CB125NCTM025 CN045079 CB125NRTM025
30 CN045014 CB125N3TM030 CN045090 CB125N4TM030 CN045070 CB125NCTM030 CN045080 CB125NRTM030
40 CN045015 CB125N3TM040 CN045091 CB125N4TM040 CN045071 CB125NCTM040 CN045081 CB125NRTM040
50 CN045016 CB125N3TM050 CN045092 CB125N4TM050 CN045072 CB125NCTM050 CN045082 CB125NRTM050
63 CN045017 CB125N3TM063 CN045093 CB125N4TM063 CN045073 CB125NCTM063 CN045083 CB125NRTM063
80 CN045018 CB125N3TM080 CN045094 CB125N4TM080 CN045074 CB125NCTM080 CN045084 CB125NRTM080

100 CN045019 CB125N3TM100 CN045095 CB125N4TM100 CN045075 CB125NCTM100 CN045085 CB125NRTM100
125 CN045020 CB125N3TM125 CN045096 CB125N4TM125 CN045076 CB125NCTM125 CN045086 CB125NRTM125

CB250 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35kA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

100 CN045021 CB250S3TM100
125 CN045022 CB250S3TM125
140 CN045023 CB250S3TM140
160 CN045024 CB250S3TM160
180 CN045025 CB250S3TM180
200 CN045026 CB250S3TM200
225 CN045027 CB250S3TM225
250 CN045028 CB250S3TM250

50kA

N

100 CN045029 CB250N3TM100 CN045113 CB250N4TM100 CN045097 CB250NCTM100 CN045105 CB250NRTM100
125 CN045030 CB250N3TM125 CN045114 CB250N4TM125 CN045098 CB250NCTM125 CN045106 CB250NRTM125
140 CN045031 CB250N3TM140 CN045115 CB250N4TM140 CN045099 CB250NCTM140 CN045107 CB250NRTM140
160 CN045032 CB250N3TM160 CN045116 CB250N4TM160 CN045100 CB250NCTM160 CN045108 CB250NRTM160
180 CN045033 CB250N3TM180 CN045117 CB250N4TM180 CN045101 CB250NCTM180 CN045109 CB250NRTM180
200 CN045034 CB250N3TM200 CN045118 CB250N4TM200 CN045102 CB250NCTM200 CN045110 CB250NRTM200
225 CN045035 CB250N3TM225 CN045119 CB250N4TM225 CN045103 CB250NCTM225 CN045111 CB250NRTM225
250 CN045036 CB250N3TM250 CN045120 CB250N4TM250 CN045104 CB250NCTM250 CN045112 CB250NRTM250

CB400 Thermo-magnetic 
protection for circuit

35KA

S

In (A)
3P =4 poles 4 releases =4 poles N poles normally 

open
=4 poles N poles without 

protection
Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model Order 

number Product model Order 
number Product model

225 CN045037 CB400S3TM225
250 CN045038 CB400S3TM250
315 CN045039 CB400S3TM315
350 CN045040 CB400S3TM350
400 CN045041 CB400S3TM400

50KA

N

225 CN045042 CB400N3TM225
250 CN045043 CB400N3TM250
315 CN045044 CB400N3TM315
350 CN045045 CB400N3TM350
400 CN045046 CB400N3TM400

70KA

H

225 CN045047 CB400H3TM225 CN045131 CB400H4TM225 CN045121 CB400HCTM225 CN045126 CB400HRTM225
250 CN045048 CB400H3TM250 CN045132 CB400H4TM250 CN045122 CB400HCTM250 CN045127 CB400HRTM250
315 CN045049 CB400H3TM315 CN045133 CB400H4TM315 CN045123 CB400HCTM315 CN045128 CB400HRTM315
350 CN045050 CB400H3TM350 CN045134 CB400H4TM350 CN045124 CB400HCTM350 CN045129 CB400HRTM350
400 CN045051 CB400H3TM400 CN045135 CB400H4TM400 CN045125 CB400HCTM400 CN045130 CB400HRTM400

CB frame
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features

4Poles N without 
protection

4Poles 4Trips3Poles

3Poles

3Poles

4Poles 4Trips

4Poles 4Trips

4Poles N without 
protection

4Poles N without 
protection
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

CB frame
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features

Thermal-magnetic

Thermal-magnetic

Thermal-magnetic protection

Thermal-magnetic protection

4Poles N without 
protection

4Poles N without 
protection

4Poles 4Trips

4Poles 4Trips
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3Poles
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Electric operating mechanism
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045608 CB125FCMFS Electric operating mechanism CB125/CE125

CN045621 CB250FCMFS Electric operating mechanism CB250/CE250

CN045677 CB400FCMF Electric operating mechanism CB400/CE400

CN045693 CB630FCMF Electric operating mechanism CB630

CN045702 CB800FCMF Electric operating 
mechanism CB800/CE630

Lengthened cable terminals for fixed circuit breaker
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045600 CB125BSS3 Connecting busbar CB125/CE125 CN045633 CB630BSS3 Connecting busbar CB630

CN045601 CB125BSS4 Connecting busbar CB125/CE125 CN045634 CB630BSS4 Connecting busbar CB630

CN045613 CB250BSS3 Connecting busbar CB250/CE250 CN045640 CB800BSS3 Connecting busbar CB800/CE630

CN045614 CB250BSS4 Connecting busbar CB250/CE250 CN045641 CB800BSS4 Connecting busbar CB800/CE630

CN045626 CB400BSS3 Connecting busbar CB400/CE400

CN045627 CB400BSS4 Connecting busbar CB400/CE400    The last digit of the product model: 3 stands for 3P, and 4 stands for 4P.

Back-board wiring terminals for fixed circuit breaker
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045602 CB125BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB125/CE125 CN045635 CB630BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB630

CN045603 CB125BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB125/CE125 CN045636 CB630BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB630

CN045615 CB250BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB250/CE250 CN045642 CB800BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB800/CE630

CN045616 CB250BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB250/CE250 CN045643 CB800BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB800/CE630

CN045628 CB400BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB400/CE400

CN045629 CB400BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB400/CE400    The last digit of the product model: 3 stands for 3P, and 4 stands for 4P.

Plug-in kit, 3P front-board wiring
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045606 CB125DDFF3 CB125

CN045619 CB250DDFF3 CB250

CN045632 CB400DDFF3 CB400/CE400

CN045639 CB630DDFF3 CB630

Plug-in kit, 3P back-board wiring Plug-in kit, 4P back-board wiring
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045604 CB125DDF3 CB125 CN045605 CB125DDF4 CB125

CN045617 CB250DDF3 CB250 CN045618 CB250DDF4 CB250

CN045630 CB400DDF3 CB400/CE400 CN045631 CB400DDF4 CB400/CE400

CN045637 CB630DDF3 CB630 CN045638 CB630DDF4 CB630

CN045644 CB800DDF3 CB800/CE630 3P CN045645 CB800DDF4 CB800/CE630

Order method of accessories
1. Customers can order the internal accessories in bulk and conduct onsite installation at their own discretion.
2. The internal accessories can also be assembled with circuit breakers in the factory first and then delivered to customers. The order method is as follows:
    Order number of the circuit breaker + combined code of the accessories ( if it is omitted, the accessories are not included) + operating voltage of the accessories  
    (if it is omitted, the voltage is 220V AC; if the code is A, the voltage is 380V AC)
    For example, CN04500170A stands for: circuit breaker CB125S3TM016 + under-voltage release 380V AC + dual auxiliary contact.
3. All external accessories are ordered in bulk and assembled by customers at their own discretion. The factory does not provide mounting method.
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Rear terminal 3Poles
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Plug in kit 4Poles

Plug in kit 4Poles

Plug in kit 4Poles

Plug in kit 4Poles

Plug in kit 4Poles

Spreader busbar 4Poles

Spreader busbar 4Poles

Spreader busbar 3Poles
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RecordTM C

Electric operating mechanism
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045608 CB125FCMFS Electric operating mechanism CB125/CE125

CN045621 CB250FCMFS Electric operating mechanism CB250/CE250

CN045677 CB400FCMF Electric operating mechanism CB400/CE400

CN045693 CB630FCMF Electric operating mechanism CB630

CN045702 CB800FCMF Electric operating 
mechanism CB800/CE630

Lengthened cable terminals for fixed circuit breaker
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045600 CB125BSS3 Connecting busbar CB125/CE125 CN045633 CB630BSS3 Connecting busbar CB630

CN045601 CB125BSS4 Connecting busbar CB125/CE125 CN045634 CB630BSS4 Connecting busbar CB630

CN045613 CB250BSS3 Connecting busbar CB250/CE250 CN045640 CB800BSS3 Connecting busbar CB800/CE630

CN045614 CB250BSS4 Connecting busbar CB250/CE250 CN045641 CB800BSS4 Connecting busbar CB800/CE630

CN045626 CB400BSS3 Connecting busbar CB400/CE400

CN045627 CB400BSS4 Connecting busbar CB400/CE400    The last digit of the product model: 3 stands for 3P, and 4 stands for 4P.

Back-board wiring terminals for fixed circuit breaker
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045602 CB125BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB125/CE125 CN045635 CB630BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB630

CN045603 CB125BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB125/CE125 CN045636 CB630BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB630

CN045615 CB250BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB250/CE250 CN045642 CB800BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB800/CE630

CN045616 CB250BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB250/CE250 CN045643 CB800BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB800/CE630

CN045628 CB400BRC3 Back-board wiring terminal CB400/CE400

CN045629 CB400BRC4 Back-board wiring terminal CB400/CE400    The last digit of the product model: 3 stands for 3P, and 4 stands for 4P.

Plug-in kit, 3P front-board wiring
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045606 CB125DDFF3 CB125

CN045619 CB250DDFF3 CB250

CN045632 CB400DDFF3 CB400/CE400

CN045639 CB630DDFF3 CB630

Plug-in kit, 3P back-board wiring Plug-in kit, 4P back-board wiring
Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker Order number Product model Description Specification of matching circuit breaker

CN045604 CB125DDF3 CB125 CN045605 CB125DDF4 CB125

CN045617 CB250DDF3 CB250 CN045618 CB250DDF4 CB250

CN045630 CB400DDF3 CB400/CE400 CN045631 CB400DDF4 CB400/CE400

CN045637 CB630DDF3 CB630 CN045638 CB630DDF4 CB630

CN045644 CB800DDF3 CB800/CE630 3P CN045645 CB800DDF4 CB800/CE630

Order method of accessories
1. Customers can order the internal accessories in bulk and conduct onsite installation at their own discretion.
2. The internal accessories can also be assembled with circuit breakers in the factory first and then delivered to customers. The order method is as follows:
    Order number of the circuit breaker + combined code of the accessories ( if it is omitted, the accessories are not included) + operating voltage of the accessories  
    (if it is omitted, the voltage is 220V AC; if the code is A, the voltage is 380V AC)
    For example, CN04500170A stands for: circuit breaker CB125S3TM016 + under-voltage release 380V AC + dual auxiliary contact.
3. All external accessories are ordered in bulk and assembled by customers at their own discretion. The factory does not provide mounting method.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Low-Voltage Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Accessories

Auxiliary contacts
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Single auxiliary + 
alarm contact

Technical Data 

When the circuit breaker closes and opens properly, the contact does not work.  The contact 

changes its normal state only after tripping (or fault trip) occurs, with open state turning into 

closed, and closed state into open.  After the circuit breaker is reset, the contact returns to 

its original position.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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The under-voltage release opens the circuit breaker when supply voltage drops to a value below 
35% to 70% to its rated voltage.   When the power supply is equal or greater than 85% of the 
rated voltage, closing of the circuit breaker is allowed.

Control circuit: AC 50Hz 230V 400V

The under-voltage release must be energized so that the circuit breaker can be reset and closed.

Low-Voltage Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Shunt release

The shunt release will trip the circuit breaker when the rated control voltage is between 70% and 110%.
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Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Description
SB1, SB2: Push button 
(provided by user)
X: Wiring terminal
P1, P2: External power supply

Specifications:
AC 50Hz 110V, 230V, 400V
DC 24V, 100V, 220V

Electrical operators 

The wiring diagram of the external accessories of the breaker is displayed in the dotted box.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Low-Voltage Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Connections

Rotary handle

Note: Standard depth is 150mm.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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The breakers are designed to isolate, switch and protect low-voltage distribution circuits. The trip units have been designed with the trip 
unit ratings indicated in amperes. To prevent unauthorized tampering of the breaker setting, each trip unit comes with a transparent, 
tamper-free cover. The circuit breakers are calibrated in the factory and no further calibration is required. The time current curves of 
the breakers are published in this catalogue.

The features and accessories of the circuit breaker are set by the manufacturer. Do not adjust them during operation.

Note 1: Select a suitable connection accessory to the breaker termination and wiring requirement.
Note 2: The  cooper bar termination to be connected with the proper spreader busbar.

Low-Voltage Moulded Case Circuit Breaker

Connections
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Note: The derating factors above are measured at the rated current of the breaker frame.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C with Plug-in

Installation

Note: For 4 Pole breaker, dimension of “E” is added to “B”, L2, and D.  
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Installation

Note: For 4 Pole breakers
        1.Breaker frame 250A and below, dimension of E is added to B, L2
        2.Breaker frame 400A and above, dimension of E is added. Dimension of B remain the same.
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

板前安装

（警告：板前安装必须垫绝缘垫板）

断路器型号 A B L1 E d M H h 备注

CB125 110 30 198 30 6.5 M4 57 28

CB250 150 35 223 35 8.5 M4 74 32

CB400/CE400 244 48 326 48 10.5 M5 85 36

CB630 264 58 352 58 12.5 M6 120 64

CB800/CE630 283 70 363 70 12.5 M6 125 67

CB400

CB800
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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Note: For 4 Pole breaker “E” is additional dimension to “B”.

Breaker type Notes

CB400

CB800
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Characteristic curve of circuit breaker - CB

CB125 current – temperature characteristics

CB250 current – temperature characteristics

CB400 current – temperature characteristics

CB125 S/N time/current characteristic curve

CB250 S/N time/current characteristic curve

CB400 S/N/H time/current characteristic curve
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Characteristic Curves

CB125 current - temperature

CB250 current - temperature

CB400 current - temperature CB400 S/N/H time-current
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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RecordTM C

Characteristic curve of circuit breaker - CB

CB630 current – temperature characteristics

CB800 current – temperature characteristics

CB630 S/N/H time/current characteristic curve

CB800 N/H time/current characteristic curve
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RecordTM C

Molded case circuit breaker (MCCB) with 
leakage protection

Moulded case circuit breaker (MCCB)

Record C MCCB, whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is 
suitable for AC 50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for 
non-infrequent conversion or motor starting in a circuit with 
rated current up to 630A. The circuit breaker has the protection 
function for overload, short circuit and under voltage, which can 
protect the circuit and power supply equipment from damage, 
and` also protect from fire hazard which may be caused 
by long-standing ground fault that cannot be detected by 
overcurrent protection.

Record C series MCCB (Hereinafter referred to as circuit breaker), 
whose rated insulation voltage is 1000V, is suitable for AC  
50 Hz. Its rated working voltage 400V is used for non-infrequent 
conversion or motor starting in the circuit with rated current 
up to 800A. The circuit breaker has the protection function for 
overload, short circuit and under voltage, and can protect the 
circuit and power supply equipment from damage.

According to rated ultimate short circuit breaking capacity (Icu), 
the circuit breaker can be divided into four types: C-type (basic 
type), L-type (standard type), M-type (high breaking type), and 
H-type (high breaking type). The circuit breaker features are 
small size, high breaking capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, 
etc.
The circuit breaker has pleasing appearance and rational 
layout and can be installed vertically (up-right installation) or 
horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
The circuit breaker meets standards: IEC 60947-2 and  
GB 14048.2.

Altitude: 2000m and below.
Ambient temperature: -5°C ~ +40°C.
When ambient temperature is at +40°C, and the relative 
humidity is less than 50%, lower temperatures can have a 
higher humidity, such as: at 20°C, the relative humidity can be 
up to 90%; appropriate measures for rime due to temperature 
changes should be taken.
It can withstand the impact of humid air.
It can tolerate effects of salt spray and oil mist.
It can withstand the impact of mold.
Installation category of circuit breaker connecting to the main 
circuit is: III, and the one not connecting to the main circuit is: II.
Pollution level is 3.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust.
In place without rain and snow;when use conditions are hasher 
than described above, the user should consult the manufacturer.

It can be widely used in factories, construction, households and 
other places.

The altitude of installation site should be 2000m and below.
The ambient medium temperature should be no higher than 
+40°C and no less than -5°C, and 24-hour average value does 
not exceed 35°C.
When the highest temperature is at +40°C, the air relative 
humidity of installation site should be no more than 50%. It 
can have a higher relative humidity at lower temperatures. The 
mean monthly minimum temperature of the wettest months 
should not exceed +25°C, and the mean monthly maximum 
relative humidity should be no higher than 90%, in consideration 
of condensation on the surface of the product caused by 
humidity changes.
Pollution level is 3.
The installation category of the main circuit breaker is III, and 
that of the auxiliary circuit and control circuit not connecting to 
the main circuit is II.
It should be installed in a medium without explosion risk, in 
a place with no gas that can corrode metal and damage the 
insulation and no of conductive dust, without rain and snow.

The circuit breaker features are small size, high breaking 
capacity, short arcing, anti-vibration, etc.
The circuit breaker can be installed vertically (up-right 
installation) or horizontally (level installation).
It can adopt boxed accessories for quick installation, in order to 
make a timely response to users without adjustment.
The circuit breaker has an isolation function: 
Three-phase sampling should be conducted for residual current 
protection module of the circuit breaker. If any phase is lacking, 
the module can still work properly.
Field adjustable: three gear residual current and three gear 
delaying time; users can adjust it according to the field needs.
Leakage tripping indicator: After leakage release of products, 
the leakage tripping indicator button will pop up.
Superior ability under operating voltage fault: As the voltage 
drops to 50V, it can still provide residual current protection 
reliably.

Applicable scope Applicable scope

Features

Normal working environment

Application

Suitable working environment and installation 
conditions

Main features
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